, is a sequential sequential machines have simple and useful canonical machine that can be realized with a finite number of exforms, their behavior can be described by transfer func-clusive "or" gates and unit delays. A detailed discussion tions, and their mathematical properties provide a of linear sequential machines can be found in the refermethod of analysis which is not directly applicable to ences [i1]- [3] , and it is assumed that the reader is nonlinear machines. In order to be able to capitalize on familiar with the basic properties of such machines.
the advantages of linear sequential machines, it should Let X = (x1, X2, * -*, Xr) be the input vector, be possible to determine, from the flow table character-y = (yl, Y2, , y,n) be the state vector, and izing the machine, whether there exists a linear realiza-Z = (z1, Z2, * , z8) be the output vector, for a linear tion. This problem reduces to the problem of finding a machine. Then the next state and output functions are secondary assignment in which the next state and out-given by: put functions are linear.
In this paper we restrict our attention to the class of ' = YA + XB,
(1) constant input sequential machines, which are called Z =ic + XD, (2) autonomous machines. Fitzpatrick [4] has shown that all autonomous sequential machines consisting entirely where A is an (n X n) matrix, B an (r X n) matrix, C an of cycles can be realized linearly; in this case, one can (nXs) matrix, and D an (rXs) matrix. The entries in find a linear assignment which uses the smallest number all these matrices are 0's and l's, and addition is modulo of secondary variables. Our problem is somewhat more 2 (exclusive "or"). restricted: Given a machine with q internal states for In the literature [1] , [2] , a linear machine is called which at least n= [log2 q] secondary variables are re-autonomous when it has no input (X = 0); then such a quired (where [N] denotes the smallest integer .N), machine can be described by:
does there exist a linear assignment using n-secondary VA, Fig. 2(a) . The state graph of M1 is shown in Fig. 2 [log, q] . ___ Obviously, a binary partition is completely specified P1 + P, = tb, + b,; b, + bJ}.
It can be easily verified that the sum is independent of Proof: Consider M* as a machine having 2n present the order of the qbp blocks, i.e., that states, 2n-q of which have been deleted to obtain the Sbi; bi + {b2; b2} rb; bi} -'b2; 1-} {b b i - Each Ci is the companion matrix of the polynomial linear circuit, for a circuit with n delays can have at 4i(X). If the order of the ith polynomial is ni, and we let most n linearly independent qbp's. Since each yi determines a qbp Pi at time t, and each Proof: Since Pk = irrPj for some r, Pk is a linear comyj' determines a qbp Pj at time (t+1), we have bination of the Pi*'s in view of (9).
7rPNi+l = PNi+2
Definition 10: k-tuples Tl, T2, * *, Tr, defined by out7rPNi+2 = PN1+3, put qbp's are said to be independent if, and only if, the qbp's contained in the k-tuples are independent. Each yj defines a qbp Pj such that the qbp's P1, P2, * *, the machine is again reducible. Finally, N> n cannot be Pn, are mutually consistent. Hence, being a linear com-true, for there can be at most n independent qbp's. bination of P1, P2, * ., P,n, and of the constant di, zz
We now give in Fig. 3 an algorithm for testing defines a qbp.
whether there exists a linear assignment with n = [log2 q] Lemma 6: The output qbp Pj, of an autonomous linear delays for a reduced nonsingular autonomous sequential sequential machine must be contained in a qbp k-tuple. machine with q states. Some minor variations of the proProof: P, is contained in a qbp cycle, and is a linear cedure are possible. combination of qbp's determined by the assigned vaniAs an example, consider the nonsingular autonomous ables. Therefore, by considering the predecessors wiP~of machine M2 of Fig. 4(a) . We can easily show that the Pji, we can show that the cycle is valid, as in Lemma 4. output qbp P1, given by b1 = (A, E, F, J), is contained and that 7rb1=b1+b2+b3+b4. Hence, M2 is linear, and if we let yi= 1 for SgEbs, we have the linear assignment for Suppose however, the behavior specified by M3 is re-M2 in Fig. 4(b states to the qbp's, so that for the resulting qbp's, 7rbj Fig. 6(b) results, and can be verified to be linear. contains all the predecessors of bj (remembering that We can show that, as for a nonsingular machine, in a singular machine, each state does not necessarily each output must be a qbp and the output qbp's must be have a unique predecessor).
contained in qbp ni-tuples, unless they are transient
We are now faced with the problem of finding an outputs, in which case they can be used to determine assignment for what we will call the transient variables, transient qbp's. or in terms of partitions, transient qbp's. Because there is very little existing theory about singular linear se-CONCLUSIONS quential machines, the search for the transient qbp 's In conclusion, we have described the problems inwill be demonstrated by an example. volved in determining from the flow table of an autonSince r <n, we can find (n -r) qbp's, P1, P2, * X Pn-r omous sequential machine whether it is linearly realizasatisfying our consistence requirement, such that 7rPi ble with the minimum number of delay elements. In =0, where 0 {4, I}. These qbp's are based on present the case of nonsingular machines, the qbp approach has states which do not appear as next states. If the number resulted in an algorithm which tests for linearity and, s of nonsingular states is less than the number of dis-if the machine is linear, provides a straightforward tinct next states s <p, we must find t= [log2(P-s) ]qbp's, linear assignment. We have also indicated how the proQi, Q2, , Qt, again satisfying our consistence require-cedures developed here can be applied to singular mament, such that each predecessor 7rQi is a linear com-chines. bination of (P1, P2, . , Pn-r, Q1, Qt). For example, consider the autonomous machine M6
